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1. OVERVIEW 

This Quarterly Technical Report, Number 1, describes 
aspects of our work on the ARPA Computer Network under Contract 
No. F08606-75-C-0032 during the first quarter of 1975. (Work 

performed in 1973 and 1974 under Contract No. F08606-75-C-0027 
has been reported in an earlier series of Quarterly Technical 
Reports, numb'ered 1-8; and work performed in 1969 through 1972 

under Contract No. DAHC-69-C-0179 has been reported in a still 
earlier series of Quarterly Technical Reports, numbered 1-16.) 

The bulk of our efforts this quarter are reported in 

sections 2 through 8 of this report, as listed in the Table 

of Contents. 

In addition to the technical interchange discussed in 

Section 7, during the first quarter we published and distri

buted revisions to two operational documents, BBN Technical 
Information Report No. 89, The Interfaae Message Proaessor 

Program~ and BBN Technical Information Report No. 91, The 

Terminal Interfaae Message Proaessor Program. We also pre
pared two other operational documents, BBN Report 2930, Pluribus 

Document 2: System Handbook, and BBN Report 2931, Pluribus 

Doaument 5: Advanaed Software; these two documents will actu

ally be distributed early in the second quarter. In addition, 

three professional papers were prepared and submitted: "The 
Evolution of a High Performance Modular Packet-Switch," by 

S.M. Ornstein and D.C. Walden, to be presented at the 1975 

International Conference on Communications, San Francisco, 
June 16-18, 1975; "Experiences in Building, Operating, and 

Using the ARPA Network," by D.C. Walden, to be presented at 

the 2nd USA/Japan Computer Conference, Toyko, August 26-28, 1975; 
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and "The Network Control Center," by A.A. McKenzie, submitted 

to the ACM Fourth Data Communications Symposium, Quebec City, 

Canada, 7-9 October 1975. 

Also in the area of technical interchange, we have con
tinued to update and occasionally publish the letter stating 

the agreement between ARPA and BBN on the "Distribution of 

Listings and Reports Regarding the Interface Message Processor 
for the ARPA Network and Related Systems." The latest version 

of this letter was distributed midway through the quarter and 
listed forty-one reports and thirty-four papers in addition 

to the progr~m listing files for the IMP, TIP, and NCC programs. 

During the quarter we were also involved in a variety of 

other miscellaneous efforts including but not limited to the 

following: a) studying the work necessary to expand the 

network beyond 63 nodes--we will report our conclusions in the 

second quarter; b) helping debug the Hosts' VDH code at both 

CHII and SUMEX; c) serving as a technical consultant to ARPA 

at the bidders conference for the ARPA solicitation of carriers 

to provide the U.S. side of the broadcast satellite link to be 

set up over the Atlantic; d) offering support to ARPA's packet 

speech experiments between CHII, lSI, and Lincoln Laboratories; 

and e) attending the Principal Investigators meeting for 

which we provided a position paper on packet control and moni

toring. 

This was our first quarter on Contract No. F08606-75-C-0032, 

which was funded at a substantially reduced level from last 

year's contract although the network was in fact significantly 
. 

larger this year. This reduced level of funding was in keeping 

with ARPA's idea of an "unchanging network". As a result of 
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the decreased funding, we were forced to decrease the size of 

our staff concerned with the network. This quarter has demon
strated that the "unchanging network" is in fact not realistic 

and the decreased staffing has been detrimental to network 

performance and our ability to be responsive to ARPA's require

ments. 

3 
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2. NETWORK CONTROL CENTER AND NETWORK OPERATIONS 

This section reviews some of the major activities of the 

Network Control Center staff during the first quarter. These 

activities, in addition to the normal real-time job of diagnos

ing and repairing faults, include field installations, the 

initiation of a "third-party" sales procedure, interactions 

with DCA, intensive investigation of delay problems between a 

few Host pairs, a review of our policy on IMP/TIP maintenance, 

and work in the area of TIP access control and user accounting. 

2.1 Field Installations 

The first quarter saw a great deal of field activity, both 

in the installation of new equipment and in the relocation of 

existing equipment. The IMP which was removed from Case near 

the end of the fourth quarter of 1974 was shipped to the Speech 

Communications Research Laboratory (SCRL) in Santa Barbara dur

ing early January. Previously, SCRL had a single Host con-

nected via a Very Distant Host connection to the IMP at UCSB; 

thus a 50 Kbs communications circuit was already in place between 

these two locations. When it was decided that SCRL had a require

ment for the immediate connection of a second Host, the Case IMP 

was installed at SCRL as a "spur" using the existing circuit. 

During February IMPs were installed in the network at Gunter 

Air Force Base (Alabama) and at Argonne National Laboratory 

(Illinois). In addition, an IMP was delivered to New York Uni

versity for installation during late February; however, instal

lation was postponed until at least the middle of the second 

quarter by a major fire in the telephone company switching center 
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through which se"rvice to NYU was to have been provided. Late 

in the third quarter, a Stanford Medical Center Host was at

tached as a Very Distant Host (VDH) to the Tymshare TIP. Since 

the VDH code usurps almost half of the buffer space normally 

available to an IMP, and since the Tymshare node is heavily used 

(both by terminal connections and by the local Host), this 

connection had highly undesirable effects on the performance of 

the node. For this reason, at ARPA's direction the NYU IMP was 

shipped to Stanford Medical Center (and installed as a "spur", 

using the existing circuits, during the first week of the second 

quarter). This. permits the Stanford Medical Center Host to be 

connected as a local Host rather than as a VDH. We understand 

that it is ARPA's current plan to procure a new IMP for instal

lation at NYU, and we have been actively working with ARPA to 

insure that, assuming funding bedomes available in time, this 

machine will be available in mid-May. 

Several interfaces were also added to existing machines 

during the quarter, essentially depleting the stock of spares 

which had previously been acquired by the government. In addi

tion, the nodes at Xerox Palo Alto Research Center, Fleet Numeri

cal Weather Central, and Moffett Field were locally relocated. 

2.2 Sale of ARPA Network Interfaces to Private Organizations 

Toward the end of 1974, ARPA requested our assistance in 

formulating a plan which would allow private organizations with 

ARPA contracts to purchase IMP interfaces and related equipment 

directly from BBN. However, it was considered essential that 

any such hardware, once installed in a network node, should be 

viewed as belonging to the network rather than being under the 

direct control of the purchasing organization. 

5 
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During the first quarter we devised a plan which seemed to 

satisfy these objectives for a large portion of the organizations 

which ARPA was interested in authorizing to use the network; in 

particular the plan pertains only to those organizations which 

would procure the necessary equipment under an ARPA-sponsored 

research contract. Under this plan, the organization would 
negotiate directly with BBN for purchase of the equipment 

maintenance costs, shipping, and installation. 

At some point after the acceptance of the purchase order 

by BBN, but prior to the actual installation of any equipment in 

an ARPA IMP, ARPA will direct the organization to transfer 

"accountability" for the equipment from the organization's ARPA 

contract to BBN's ARPA contract. BBN will not install any 

equipment until it is notified that this transfer has taken 

place. The Network Control Center can then take responsibility 

-for the installation, maintenance, etc. of the equipment. 

Under this procedure we have received a purchase order 

from CCA for an interface and additional TIP memory, and we have 

generated additional proposals to CCA, ISI, the University of 

Rochester, and SRI. We expect to deliver and (pending transfer 

of accountability) install some of this equipment during the 

second quarter. 

2.3 Interactions with the Defense Communications Agency 

As part of the planning for a transfer of ARPA Network 

management to the Defense Communications Agency (DCA) we parti

cipated in three meetings with various ARPA and DCA personnel, 

and an additional meeting with Science Applications Inc. The 

primary topics of each of these meetings have been NeC-related; 

they have included the mechanisms for ordering, delivering, and 
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installing a new network node, the data bases which are main

tained and updated by the NCC, and the possibility of construct

ing an additional NCC at DCA. 

DCA has indicated a particular interest in examining the 

event log and traffic su'mmary data which is periodically trans

ferred from the NCC Host computer to a BBN TENEX Host. In 

response to this interest we put together some FORTRAN programs 

for the TENEX computer, which are accessible through the network 3 

to retrieve and output portions of this data in a form almost 

identical to what is displayed to the NCC operators on the local 

printers. Brief operating instructions for these programs were 

sent to DCA during the quarter. 

2.4 Network Performance Investigations 

During February some network users began reporting per

formance problems which had risen to unacceptable levels between 

various pairs of Hosts. In particular, serious performance pro

blems were reported in attempts to use the "Office-I" TENEX 

Host from the ARPA TIP and in attempts to use the "BBNB" TENEX 

Host from the Tymshare TIP or from PDP-II Hosts at SRI. Under 

ARPA direction an ad-hoc group of programmers and hardware engi

neers from (primarily) BBN and SRI was assembled to investigate 

these problems. Although the bulk of the efforts, and their 

results (see Section 8 of this report), were not undertaken by 

NCC staff, the NCC was heavily involved in some aspects of the 

investigation. In particular, the software specialist assigned 

to the NCC had been fully committed to this study for over a 

month by the end of the quarter. 
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An aspect of these performance investigations for which the 

NCC staff was directly responsible was a problem of continuous 

break characters being transmitted by the Tymshare TIP. In our 

Quarterly Technical Report No.7 we reported on the development 

of a Multi-Line Controller modification to suppress the trans

mission of continuous breaks which are caused by turning off 

some types of terminals without first closing their network "con

nections". During the fourth quarter of 1974 and the first 

quarter of 1975 we installed this modification in almost all 

Multi-Line Controllers (four remain to be modified), including 

the MLC in the Tymshare TIP. However, the investigation of per

formance problems revealed that, at times, continuous streams 

of break characters were still being transmitted by the Tymshare 

TIP. In this case the terminals were connected to the TIP via 

leased communications circuits and 4800 baud modems; due to the 

high speed of the modems the port was operated in the externally 

clocked mode. 

Since the lines were leased rather than dialed up there was 

no automatic hangup provided by the modems when the terminals 

were powered down and, in fact, the modem/terminal combination 

was wired in such a way that the Data Terminal Ready signal was 

always held on at the TIP end. However, the modification made 

to the MLC to suppress continuous breaks was designed on the 

assumption that externally clocked devices would provide clock 

signals only when there was meaningful data to be transmitted; 

this assumption not only seemed reasonable to the designers but 

also permitted an extremely low cost modification design. We 

have begun to consider changes to the MLC design which would 

enable the MLC to suppress continuous breaks from externally 

clocked devices, but it was felt that the best solution to this 

particular problem was for SRI to modify the terminal/modem 

interface to use the Data Terminal Ready signal to indicate the 

on/off status of the terminal to the TIP. 
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2.5 Network Maintenance 

During the third quarter of 1974, as reported in our Quarterly 

Technical Report No.7, we received ARPA's permission to undertake, 

on a trial basis, the maintenance of the network nodes in the 

Washington, D.C. area with NCC personnel, rather than utilizing 

the Honeywell maintenance organization. As reported at that 

time we· expected, after some experience with this arrangement, 

to be able to recommend either reversion to the previous arrange

ment with Honeywell or expansion of direct BBN responsibility to 

other network nodes. 

Late in the first quarter we reviewed the experience in 

Washington and recommended to ARPA that BBN maintenance responsi

bility be extended to all network nodes in the continental U.S.; 

that is, all nodes except Hawaii, Norway, and London. With ARPA's 

verbal concurrence, we notified Honeywell that contract maintenance 

was no longer desired as of July 1, 1975. We have now begun 

staffing for our expanded responsibilities; we plan to provide 

maintenance with permanent staff located in the Boston, Washing

ton, San Francisco, and Los Angeles metropolitan areas. We have 

also begun the acquisition of spare parts and diagnostic equip

ment for these technicians (of course, much of this has already 

been acquired for the Washington technician). 

2.6 TIP Access Control and User Accounting 

In our Quarterly Technical Report No.6 we reported our 

design of a mechanism to provide access control and user account

ing for Terminal IMPs. The mechanism we designed was based on 

the use of the TIPSER/RSEXEC and attempted to balance the desire 

for giving the user the feel of a large system against the ex

tremely limited TIP core memory available for program and device 

9 
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buffers. In our Quarterly Technical Report No. 8 we reported 

that during the last month of 1974 we were able to begin the 

release of the TIP software system (TIP software version 327) 

which implemented the access control and user accounting mecha

nisms. 

During the early part of the first quarter we completed the 

release of TIP version 327 to all TIP sites. The access control 

mechanism was enabled to the extent that if a user's name was 

contained in the authentication data base then the correct pass

word was required; however, if for some reason a user's name was 

not contained in the authentication data base then any password 

was accepted and the user was permitted to continue his TIP 

session. This mode of operation was intended to permit tardy 

organizations to submit user authentication data without im

mediate loss of access. Altogether, about 650 users were identi

fied in the data base. Beginning in January the Network Control 

Center collected and processed the available TIP accounting data 

(i.e., data pertaining to those TIPs running software version 

327). Sample accounting summaries were produced and sent to 

ARPA for review. 

TIP software version 327, in addition to the access control 

and user accounting code, contains improved diagnostic messages, 

corrects several minor errors, and considerably tightened the 

checking performed during the initiation of communication between 

a user terminal and a service-providing Host. This last improve

ment, in fact, revealed protocol violations in a few Hosts which 

had been in use for some time, including the PDP-15 at ARPA. 

Unfortunately, once the TIP detected a protocol violation it 

merely stopped attempting to begin communication (informing the 

user of this action) rather than attempting to "clean up" the 
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faulty communication. This led to significant problems in at

tempting to access these Hosts from TIPs, and Version 327 was 

modified to take additional corrective actions when protocol 

violations were detected. 

Within a short time after release of Version 327 to all 

network TIPs, several problems became evident, as described 

below: 

1) Most TIPs are 'equipped with 28 kilowords of core memory; 

of this 16K is dedicated to the IMP and the remainder to the 

TIP. The 12K TIP core must accommodate both the TIP code (which 

occupies the majority of the space) and terminal buffering. The 

new code needed for the access cQntrol and user accounting 

mechanisms reduced the amount of space available for terminal 

buffering (in a 28K TIP) to about two-thirds of that available 

with the preceeding software version. Although this buffer 

reduction occurred in all TIPs, its effects (frequency of the 

user typing fast enough to completely fill his input buffer and 

noticeable "stuttering" on output) were most strongly felt at 

those TIPs supporting large numbers of terminals. 

2) Several organizations had failed to submit user authen

tication data prior to installation of version 327. In many 

cases, the users at these organizations had names (particularly 

last names) identical to the names of users whose authentication 

data had been entered in the data base. When these users identi

fied themselves by last name only, the authentication system 

demanded that they submit the password corresponding to the given 

last name, but of course the user did not know this password. 

This problem was especially severe at ARPA. In addition, many 

users perceived the mechanism specified for modifying the 

11 
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authentication data base (a mechanism which involved the user, 

his organization, RML, ARPA, and BBN) as cumbersome and un

responsive. 

3) Use of a service Host computer from a Terminal IMP re

quired the user to first authenticate himself to the TIP, next 

open a logical connection to the Host, and finally authenticate 

himself to the Host before actually beginning to make use of 

the Host's services. Although the actual time and effort re

quired of the user to complete these steps was not large, many 

users had strongly negative reactions to this process of "double 

login"; rather than perceiving the two instances of authentica

tion as providing additional security many users perceived the 

process as forcing them to do the "same thing" twice. 

Due to the problems described above, ARPA requested us to 

remove the mechanisms for access control and user authentication 

from the TIPs pending review and modification of the problem 

areas. First, because of the terminal buffering problems, we 

reverted to the preceding TIP software version at a few heavily 

used TIPs which had only 28K of core memory. It is anticipated 

that each of these machines will eventually be retrofitted with 

an additional 4K words of core memory (we have submitted pro

posals for most of the necessary memory units) and that version 

327, or subsequent software versions, will be installed at each 

such site as memory becomes available. TIPs running the preceding 

software version at the end of the first quarter include RADC, 

NBS, USC, lSI, and ARPA. 

Second, the access control and user accounting software in 

version 327 has been "turned off" by program patch in all other 
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TIPS except at BBN. Thus, at most sites, although the code is 

physically present, the users are not confronted with a require

ment to "log in" to the TIP or with the problems of modifying 

the authentication data base. We have retained the access control 

and user accounting mechanisms at BBN so that we can continue to 

gain experience with, and discover desirable modifications to, 

these mechanisms. 

Third, we have suggested to ARPA an administrative mechanism 

which we believe will make substantial improvements to the pro

cedures for modifying the authentication data base. 

Finally, we have proposed to ARPA further modifications to 

the TIP (and to the TIPSER/RESEXEC) which would make it possible 

for service Hosts to learn the identity of a TIP user based on 

the authentication data provided at the time of the TIP "login" 

rather than requiring the user also to authenticate himself to 

the Host. Hosts choosing to make use of this mechanism would be 

required to modify th~ir own software, and other Hosts desiring 

to retain their existing authentication mechanisms need not make 

these changes. 

2.7 .Other Topics 

During the first quarter BBN constructed an environmental 

test chamber. As an element of the continuing expansion of our 

quality control program we plan to run new IMPs and TIPs in this 

chamber at both abnormally high and abnormally low temperatures 

in an effort to discover marginal components before delivery of 

the equipment to the field. 

Figure 2-1 is a geographic map of the IMP and TIP network 

at the end of the first week of the second quarter (i.e., after 
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the installation of the Stanford Medical Center IMP). The net

work includes 56 nodes, of which 24 are TIPs; all but one of 

these (the Prototype TIP at BBN) are operational service nodes. 

Figure 2-2 is a logical map of the network, also at the end of 

the first week of the second quarter, showing the Hosts as 

well as the IMPs and TIPs. Figure 2-3 shows the growth of the 

network, both in terms of number of nodes and in terms of 

(approximate) number of Hosts, since its inception. 
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